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	Microsoft Dynamics GP is an Enterprise Resource Planning system, essentially an accounting system on steroids, designed for mid-sized organizations. The implementation of Dynamics GP is usually considered to be complex, and people often realize there must be more efficient ways of working with the system. This book will show readers how to improve their use of Dynamics GP and get the most out of this tool quickly and effectively.


	This book picks up where implementation training leaves off. Whether you are new or experienced you will find useful recipes for improving the way you use and work with Dynamics GP. The clear recipe steps and screenshots make implementing these solutions easy for users of any level and will be sure to improve your efficiency with the Dynamics GP system.


	The book starts with recipes designed to enhance the usefulness of Microsoft Dynamics GP by personalizing the look and feel of the application. Most of the recipes are designed to give tips for a typical installation of Dynamics GP, including core financials and distribution modules. The book then moves through recipes that include automating Dynamics GP to allow users or administrators to focus on value adding tasks, harnessing the power of SmartLists to leverage both simplicity and power, connecting Dynamics GP to Microsoft Office 2007, exposing hidden features in Dynamics GP, and much more!


	By following the clear recipe steps and screenshots in this book, you will learn what is required to improve your efficiency with the Dynamics GP system


	Find solutions to common Dynamics GP problems, and effectively manage your business processes


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Create and run macros in Dynamics GP
	
		Activate hidden features of Dynamics GP
	
		Improve the usability of Dynamics GP by hacking the system
	
		Leverage the impressive and powerful SmartList feature using proven techniques
	
		Enhance your Dynamics GP processes using various tools and tips
	
		Prevent and correct errors in Dynamics GP using proven methods
	
		Maintain Dynamics GP and ensure proper operation of the system using optimum processes
	
		Connect Dynamics GP to Microsoft Office using different options
	
		Improve the efficiency of ordinary Dynamics GP applications



	Approach


	As a cookbook, this book enables you to solve real-world Dynamics GP problems with immediately useable recipes that unleash the powerful functionality of Dynamics GP. The book provides tips, techniques, and solutions designed to show users how to improve their use of Dynamics GP, not simply perform basic tasks.


	Who this book is written for


	If you are a Dynamics GP user or Dynamics GP partner primarily focused on delivering time-proven application optimizations, then this book is for you. This book assumes that you have a basic understanding of business management systems, with basic knowledge of Microsoft Dynamics GP. All the recipes are real-world tested and designed to be used immediately.
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Series 60 Smartphone Quality Assurance: A Guide for Mobile Engineers and DevelopersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
S60 is the world leading smartphone platform. It has gained this position due to the huge developer base innovating on top of the S60 platform, the Product Creation Community who can provide expertise in different device program phases and tasks and the user-friendly interface that the platform provides. S60 Smartphone Quality Assurance...
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Starting Out with Java: From Control Structures through Objects (5th Edition)Pearson Education, 2012

	NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyProgrammingLab does not come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyProgrammingLab search for ISBN-10: 0132989999/ISBN-13: 9780132989992. That package includes ISBN-10: 0132855836/ISBN-13: 9780132855839 and...
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Small Antenna Design (Communications Engineering Series)Newnes, 2006

	As wireless devices and systems get both smaller and more ubiquitous, the demand for effective but small antennas is rapidly increasing. This book will describe the theory behind effective small antenna design and give design techniques and examples for small antennas for different operating frequencies. Design techniques are given for the...
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Milwaukee Television History: The Analog YearsMarquette University Press, 2008

	Milwaukee -not New York, Chicago or Los Angeles-
	was the scene of a number of television firsts: Here the very first application for a commercial TV license was filed with the FCC in 1938. The first female program director and news director in a major
	market were both at Milwaukee stations. Milwaukee was a major battleground in the VHF...
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Understanding and Deploying LDAP Directory Services (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2003
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) is the standard  for directory information access and is the underlying protocol for a variety of  email systems, Web systems, and enterprise applications. LDAP enables central  management of users, groups, devices, and other data, thereby simplifying  directory management and reducing...
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Professional ASP.NET 4.5 in C# and VBWrox Press, 2013

	The all-new approach for experienced ASP.NET professionals!


	ASP.NET is Microsoft's technology for building dynamically generated web pages from database content. Originally introduced in 2002, ASP.NET has undergone many changes in multiple versions and iterations as developers have gained a decade of experience with this...
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